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What is     Kotlin



KKotlin is a modern application 
language that boosts productivity 
and developer satisfaction
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Multiplatform Concise Safe Expressive Interoperable



Android

Kotlin is a preferred language for Android application

development, used by over    60%    of Android developers

                                 and in over    700    top Android apps
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Kotlin is the most widely used language 

on the JVM after Java, 

with a market share of roughly      18%

Server-side
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Kotlin Multiplatform, which is currently in Beta, is already

trusted in production by many of the world’s leading companies, 

including Philips, Netflix, Leroy Merlin, and VMware

Multiplatform
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of the top 100 universities 
in the THE Rankings 2023
are teaching Kotlin

GitHub repositories 
currently use Kotlin 
as a primary language

Active developers 
use Kotlin 
every month

32

1M
570K
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Some numbers



About      Kotlin Foundation
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     The Kotlin Foundation 
is a non-profit company whose
mission is to promote and 
advance the Kotlin ecosystem by:
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3
Preserving
Kotlin trademarks

2
Controlling incompatible 
changes to the language

1
Providing financial support 
to open-source projects
and education initiatives
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To fulfill our mission, we need 
more members to support us 
financially and by contributing 
new ideas



Why join?
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1 2You’ll help to sustain the Kotlin ecosystem by 
providing financial support and guidance 
to the maintainers of open-source projects

You’ll contribute to the board, committees, and 
workgroups, making decisions on funding 
distribution and the Foundation’s overall strategy

You’ll have the opportunity 
to directly influence
the Kotlin ecosystem:
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1 2You can use the Kotlin Foundation 
logo and indicate that you are part 
of the Kotlin Foundation

Your logo can appear on the 
kotlinfoundation.org website, as well as in a 
specific section of the kotlinlang.org website 

which gets   500K   unique page views weekly

You’ll create a brand 
connection between 
Kotlin and your company:



How to join
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You can select one of two 
tiers depending on your level 
of commitment
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$150K

Gold
Member

$30K

Silver
Member

Per year Per year



Opportunity for a seat on the Foundation’s board (1 seat for every 5 Silver members)

Eligibility to participate in the Operating, Ecosystem and Trademark Committees

Your company logo on the kotlinfoundation.org website

Your company logo in a dedicated section of the kotlinlang.org website
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$30KSilver tier benefits
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1 seat on the Foundation Board of Directors

All of the benefits of the Silver tier

$150KGold tier benefits

Eligibility for the role of Secretary



Have any 
questions?
Contact us!

kotlinfoundation.org


